ABSTRACT
We propose and motivate a scheme for classifying queries submitted to a people search engine. We specify a number of features for automatically classifying people queries into the proposed classes and examine the effectiveness of these features. Our main finding is that classification is feasible and that using information from past searches, clickouts and news sources is important.
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1. INTRODUCTION
People search is an important aspect of human search behavior. E.g., in web search an estimated 11–17% of the queries contain person names [1]. People search for themselves, people from their past, friends, colleagues, business associates, etc. We examine the transaction logs of a people search engine and are particularly interested in classifying the queries submitted to the engine. What types of queries are submitted? That is, what types of people are searchers looking for? The main aim of the paper is to point out that there are different types of people queries; we propose a taxonomy and describe features for automatically classifying people queries according to this taxonomy.

Classifying queries submitted to an engine as they come in is useful for a number of reasons. A search engine can return different kinds of results or apply a different ranking algorithm depending on the predicted category of an incoming query. Different types of query may also give rise to different ways of presenting results. We motivate a taxonomy for person name queries and relate it to established taxonomies for queries from more general purpose engines.

To inform our study, we analyze four months of clicklogs of a people search engine, collected during September–December, 2010. Most of the queries target low-profile people (unknown and rarely asked-for). We also identify two types of high-profile people queries:

1. event-based: such a person is well-known and is being searched for because she was recently in the news or involved in a recent event or hype, and

2. regular: such a person is well-known because she is a celebrity, politician, etc., and most likely not queried because of any particular event, but rather because of the accumulation of events that made her well-known.

These two categories have a clear presence in our logs. Many examples of event-based query targets can be observed, including murder victims, suspects, and so on. After their names have been published there is a sudden and huge peak in the frequency of searches for them. There are also people who continuously attract significant attention from searchers; they are clear cases of regular high-profile targets.

We do not assume that the type of a query is fixed over time, e.g., a soldier who died in Afghanistan may have been low-profile before he died, but may become event-based high profile afterwards. For this reason, we aim to classify query instances: queries entered by a particular user at a particular time.

Our taxonomy differs from Broder [2]'s. Specifically, Broder describes three query types in the context of web search: informational (“I need to know about a topic”), navigational (“Take me to a specific item or site”) and transactional (“I need to purchase or download a product or service”). This typology has served as the basis for a number of query classification schemes, including those by Huurnink et al. [4], Jansen et al. [5], Kellar et al. [6], Rose and Levinson
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A general motivation for query classification was provided at the start of this section. Concerning our particular taxonomy, if a people search engine can establish with reasonable accuracy the most likely class of an incoming query instance, it may use this in various ways. E.g., for low-profile queries, the result page should include results from social media, contact information and images. For event-based high-profile queries, it would include information about relevant news stories, that may be presented on a time line. For regular high-profile queries, there may be many news stories to be found, as well as many images, video clips, social media pages, etc. Here, a sensible strategy is for the result list to include a diverse set of material about the target so as to facilitate exploratory search. Because person names are highly ambiguous [1], it may be that a user is looking for a non-famous person sharing the name of a celebrity; in such cases, the search engine may want to adapt its strategy so to avoid result pages from being dominated by hits relating to the famous person.

We address the following research questions:

- Is automatic classification into low and high-profile queries feasible?
- Can we also distinguish event-based and high-profile queries with reasonable accuracy?
- What kind of features are most useful for this task?

2. DATA AND METHODS

The query logs we use were made available by a Dutch language people search engine; they contain queries and clickouts. Query entries consist of a first name, last name, an optional keyword, a timestamp and an associated unique ID of a persistent cookie. Even though a cookie need not correspond one to one with a person, we interpret it as a unique visitor, i.e., a user. Clickouts consist of a URL, a top level domain (TLD), a timestamp and a persistent cookie ID.

We define sessions as consecutive query entries with the same cookie with a maximum time interval of forty minutes between them. Of course it may occur that several people make use of the same browser over time, and likewise it may occur that one and the same person is represented by many cookies in the search logs. Due to privacy reasons, in this setting care should be taken with using the cookies for e.g. personalizing the search interface. In general, however, information about users is of great value.

We refer the reader to [11] for further details on the query logs used.

Annotation. We manually annotated instances of queries that are issued by at least twenty different users over time from September 1st until December the 31st. We then sample only instances from October 1st onwards, to give us for each query at least a month history to extract features from. This does not imply that there are no low profile query instances. First, if the query instance is one of the first searches for this query, it may well be annotated as low profile: we noted already that the class of a query may change over time. Also, names are ambiguous, and searches for various low profile persons with the same name may add up to above the threshold.

Annotators were asked to determine if a person is high-profile or not (i.e., low-profile) at the time of the query instance. In case an annotator labeled a target as high-profile, we also required a decision whether the query instance was event-based high-profile or regular high-profile. This decision can be subtle; we illustrate this with an example.

In Figure 1 we plot the search volume and the number of mentions in RSS feeds of national newspapers of two high-profile targets, highlighting the difference between a ‘regular’ and an ‘event-based’ instance. On the left-hand side, we show the graph of a controversial politician frequently mentioned in the news (Geert Wilders). The query instance is most likely not related to a particular event, but rather to the sum of the events that made him well-known, it is a regular high profile instance. On the right-hand side we display the search volume and number of mentions in RSS feeds of an actress who is much less mentioned in the news; however, when she is mentioned in the news (because of the tragic passing of her husband), this is followed by a very clear peak in search volume. This instance is a clear example of an event-based high-profile query.

![Figure 1: Search volume (black lines) and mentions in RSS feeds of national newspapers (grey lines) of a regular high profile (left) and an event based high-profile (right) query instance.](image-url)
**Classification.** For automatic query classification, we use the features listed in Table 1. There are six groups of features, with 16 features in total: search volume, click volume, news volume, Wikipedia presence, burstiness and clickout entropy.

We used three standard classifiers: a J48 decision tree classifier, a Naive Bayes classifier (NB) and a support vector machine (SVM) to classify the instances; we used the implementations available in the Weka toolkit [3]. The SVM performance on which we report below is obtained with a cost parameter of 1 and a linear kernel, without feature normalization. We report on precision (P) and recall (R) per class for a stratified ten fold cross validation experiment.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We report on two experiments: (i) a two-way experiment in which we aim to automatically distinguish between high-profile and low-profile people queries and (ii) a three-way experiment in which we aim to distinguish between event-based high-profile, regular high-profile and low-profile queries. The results of both classification experiments are given in Table 2 below.

After discussing the outcomes of the two experiments we will analyze the results of the J48 algorithm in more detail because (i) it is the best overall performing classifier in our experiments and (ii) because it produces models that are easily interpretable.

In our setting decision tree classifiers like J48 perform well because they can combine nominal and ratio features and they handle dependencies in features well. Our features are somewhat redundant and depend on each other, e.g., if the average unique visitors per day that entered a given query instance is large, the average over the week before the query is more likely to be high. Since Naive Bayes assumes class conditional independence of features, this may explain why it performs a bit less.

#### 3.1 High profile versus low profile classification

We first examine the outcomes of the two-way classification experiment; see the top half of Table 2. Clearly, it is feasible to classify query instances into the high- and low-profile classes with a C4.5 decision tree classifier. Recall of the high-profile instances is a bit worse with Naive Bayes and an SVM.

In Figure 2 we show a partial decision tree. This tree is learned on the entire dataset. On each vertex the training samples are split on the indicated feature, see Table 1. Each edge shows the threshold value on which it is split. The leaf nodes indicate the class that the tree will predict for new examples that satisfy the requirements to reach the node. “H” and “L” represent the high- and low-profile classes. Between brackets the number of queries within that class is listed. If training examples are misclassified their number is reported after a slash. Some leaf nodes contain a feature and a number of classes. Here the decision tree visualization was truncated to save space; the feature listed will yield the next splitting criterion; the classes show in parentheses how many examples that satisfy the requirement to reach the node.

#### Click volume

- three months (SVFS) from Sep 1st - date of this query instance
- last week (SV7D) last week before this query instance
- trend (SVT) difference between the previous two: SV7D – SV3M

#### Wikipedia presence

- title match (WPTM) query person name matches title Wikipedia page (yes or no)
- frequency (WPF) frequency of occurrence of person name in Wikipedia

#### Burstiness

- number of bursts (NB)
- ratio search volume in bursts and total search volume (BV/SV)
- one over the number of days since last burst (1/DsLB)

#### Clickout entropy

\[ - \sum_{d \in D} P(c_d) \cdot \log_2 P(c_d), \]

where \( P(c_d) \) is the probability of click on \( d \in D \), and \( D \) is:

- the set of unique urls (CEU)
- the set of unique top level domains (CETLD)

Table 1: Features grouped by type. There are six types of features, and 16 features in total.

The most important feature is the average number of clicks...
C4.5 NB SVM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query type</th>
<th>C4.5</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P R P R</td>
<td>P R P R</td>
<td>P R P R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-profile</td>
<td>0.85 0.82</td>
<td>0.89 0.64</td>
<td>0.88 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-profile</td>
<td>0.89 0.91</td>
<td>0.81 0.95</td>
<td>0.79 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-based</td>
<td>0.83 0.87</td>
<td>0.74 0.62</td>
<td>0.85 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>0.57 0.54</td>
<td>0.53 0.33</td>
<td>0.45 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-profile</td>
<td>0.92 0.90</td>
<td>0.81 0.92</td>
<td>0.80 0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of two stratified ten fold cross validation experiments.

Figure 2: Partial decision tree for the two way classification experiment.

The news volume features do not appear at all in the decision tree for the two-way experiment. We will see that they do play a role in the three way experiment, however.

3.2 Low profile, event based and regular high profile classification

We now turn to the three-way classification experiment; see the bottom half of Table 2. Three-way classification into event-based high-profile (“H”), regular high-profile (“R”) and low-profile (“L”) is harder than two-way classification. For J48, performance on the low-profile and event-based high-profile is reasonable, but precision and recall for regular high-profile needs improvement. Results for this category suffer from the fact that there are only 24 regular high-profile instances in the data set. Looking at the Naive Bayes and SVM results, mainly recall for the high-profile classes is lower compared to J48.

Figure 3: Partial decision tree for the three way classification experiment.

We can learn the contribution of individual features from the learned decision tree on the entire dataset in Figure 3. The first feature is again the average number of clicks per day over the last week before the query. But this time if it is higher than 2, the news volume comes into play. It seems counterintuitive that a low average number of mentions in the news per day over the last week leads the classifier to the conclusion that the query instance is event based. However: a few mentions in the news are often enough to cause a large interest in the person. If somebody passes away, this may be followed by a peak in search volume in the people search logs even if it hardly mentioned in the news. Many mentions in the news can be a sign that a person is famous but not well-known because of a particular event.

Again, the number of bursts is an important feature. In the absence of bursts, we find many low profile queries. Again
there is the curious exception of searches that also have a low average search volume until the date of the current instance: these are all event-based queries. If there are bursts we see again that regular high-profile queries have a higher search volume.

3.3 Lessons learned in the two experiments

The similarities between the decision trees for both experiments are clear: the click and search volume features appear with the same threshold values. This is not very surprising as the high-profile class is nothing more than the union of the event-based and the regular high-profile class. There are also differences. When high-profile searches have to be split into event-based and regular query instances, the news volume feature group is one of the top features. Moreover, a Wikipedia feature appears. From each group in Table 1 a feature is now being used, except for the clickout entropy features: evidence from clicks, searches, news sources and Wikipedia all contribute.

Another finding is that different features from the same groups are quite redundant. From each group typically only one feature plays a prominent role in the decision trees.

We can now answer our research questions posed in the introduction.

- **Is automatic classification into low and high-profile queries feasible?**

  Performance of the decision tree classifier was very high in terms of recall and precision. Therefore it is feasible.

- **Can we also distinguish event-based and high-profile queries with reasonable accuracy?**

  No, not quite. The precision and recall values for regular high-profile queries are low. There may be several causes for this. First, there were only 24 regular high-profile queries in the dataset. Second, more features may need to be added. Particularly promising may be features obtained from the document collections being searched.

- **What kind of features are most useful for our classification tasks?**

  Features that use clickouts, search volume and news volume are all important, especially for the three-way task. It is not very useful to add much redundancy. For example, none of the “trend” features from Table 1 appeared high in the two decision trees. The same holds for the clickout entropy features.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a query classification scheme for a specific vertical search engine, viz. a people search engine. The scheme consists of low-profile people queries, event-based high-profile queries and regular high-profile queries. We have shown that people query instances can be automatically classified into high-profile queries and low-profile queries with high precision and recall scores. Features that appeared to be particularly informative are click volume and the number of bursts. A further three-way classification into event-based and regular high-profile queries is harder. Here, the most informative features that use clickouts, search volume and number of mentions in the news.

In future work we plan to examine the use of the type of clickouts, such as clickouts to social media, other search engines, and news sites, as well as features derived from the document collections being searched.
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